
 
 
 

Memorandum 
 
To: Dobson West, President  
   The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra Society 
 
From:   Twin Cities Twin Union, Local No. 30-73, American Federation of Musicians 
   And the Orchestra Negotiating Committee 
 
Date: January 25, 2013 
 
Re: Response to your January 24, 2013 Memorandum 
 
                                                                                                                                                                
 
 
 This Memorandum is in response to the questions posed by the Saint Paul Chamber 
Orchestra Society Management Negotiating Committee in its Memorandum dated January 24, 2013.  
 

1.   Your proposal addresses the "major economic issues" and proposes that "all issues that are 
not settled in this proposal can be negotiated between the end of lockout and the termination 
of the 2012-13 Season."  Your proposal also states that except for the specifics in your 
proposal, the terms of the current Collective Bargaining Agreement will remain in effect for 
the balance of the 2012-13 Season.  Assuming that no new Collective Bargaining 
Agreement is ratified and executed prior to the end of the 2012-13 Season, what terms and 
conditions will govern the relationship among the Union, the Musicians and the Society? 

 
 1.  In accord with Federal Law the terms in effect will be those in effect at the close of the 
2012-13 Season. 
 

2.   Section  l.a. of your proposal indicates, "this proposal is contingent upon five (5) non- 
principal Musicians accepting retirement on or before February 1, 2013, and not rescinding 
their acceptance during the fifteen (15) days after acceptance."  Would these Musicians 
retire immediately after the fifteen days or would they retire on June 30, 2013? If the 
retirements are on June 30, 2013, what would happen if one or more of these Musicians 
refused to execute the paperwork and/or retire on June 30, 2013? 

 
 2.  The Union and the Orchestra committee have accepted the terms of the special 
Retirement Package as attached to the October 17, 2012 offer of the Society except as specific 
changes are put forth in our Fourth Proposal.  Therefore, all Musicians who accept the Special 
Retirement Package by executing the required paperwork would retire effective June 30, 2013. 
Their commitment to retirement will be binding unless they rescind that acceptance within fifteen 
(15) days after it is executed.    



 
3.   Section 1.a. of your proposal also indicates, "If five (5) such non-principal Musicians accept 

the package and do not rescind it within fifteen (15) days after acceptance, then all eligible 
Musicians who accept the Special Retirement Package by March 15 and do not rescind by 
fifteen (15) days after acceptance will receive the Special Retirement Package." Are those 
Musicians the same five referred to at the beginning of Section I.a.? Would all these 
Musicians then retire immediately after the fifteen days or would they retire on June 30, 
2013?  If the retirements are on June 30, 2013, what would happen if one or more of either 
the initial five Musicians or the other Musicians refused to execute the paperwork and/or 
retire on June 30, 2013? 

 
 3.  If five of the designated Musicians accept and do not rescind their retirement, then all 
other Musicians who accept and do not rescind retirement will be eligible for the Special 
Retirement Package, and those retirements would also be effective on June 30, 2013 as provided in 
the Package.   
 

4.   Section 2.b. of your proposal states, "There will be no discussions by representatives of 
the Society with eligible Musicians concerning the Special Retirement Package." Please 
clarify the extent of this restriction. Does this provision mean that we cannot answer any 
question from a Musician about the Special Retirement Package or that Musician's 
employment with the Society?  During what time period would this prohibition exist? 

 
 4.  The only discussions with Musicians will be those initiated by the Musicians, but the 
Society may not in any way request such discussions.   
 

5.   Section 2.a. of your proposal states, "The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra shall consist of no 
fewer than twenty-eight (28) Musicians from the end of the lockout through the 2015-16 
Season."  Currently, there are 34 positions, 4 vacancies and 2 Musicians on leave of 
absence.  Does your proposal mean 28 positions or actual Musicians?  If it means 28 actual 
Musicians, then there will be fewer than 28 Musicians if the five non-principals discussed 
above retire.  Does that mean that the Society and/or Union would be in breach of this 
provision?  If it means 28 positions, who would determine which 28 positions? Does the 
reference to the time period for this provision ending at the end of the 2015-16 Season 
mean that the provision would expire before the end of the new Collective Bargaining 
Agreement, which presumably would end on June 30, 2016, which is after the end of the 
2015-16 Season?  If so, what would the number of positions in the Orchestra be beginning 
July 1, 2016? 

 
 5.  Our proposal refers to twenty-eight (28) Musicians as the minimum in the Orchestra.  
Those positions filled by any current Musician who is not eligible for or does not accept the Special 
Retirement Package will remain in those positions throughout the entire new collective bargaining 
agreement.  The filling of the other twenty-eight (28) Musicians will be accomplished by this special 
Committee which is specified in the Fourth Proposals.  The date for ending the 2015-16 Season will 
be negotiated after the lockout is ended.  The terms effective after that Season will be as agreed 
upon in a new collective bargaining agreement.  If no new agreement is reached those terms and 
conditions in effect at the end of the 2015-16 Season will continue as required by Federal Law. 



 
6.   Section 2.b. of your proposal states, "If five (5) of the non-principal Musicians holding the 

positions designated in 1.a. above, accept the retirement package no later than February 1, 2013 
and do not rescind those acceptances within fifteen (15) days after they have been made, then 
the Society may not eliminate any current Musician or the position held by that Musician 
except for just cause or through the application of the Artistic Review Process which is 
attached to these proposals."  With respect to the first part of this provision, we have the same 
question as posed in question 2 above.  With respect to the latter part, does this mean that any 
position that is not filled by a current Musician (i.e.a vacancy) can be eliminated by the 
Society, subject to the 28 position minimum? 

 
 6.  To the extent this question is the same as the one posed in number 2 it is answered above.  
The elimination of any position not held by a current Musician who does not retire will be 
determined by the Committee described in our Fourth Proposal. 
 

7.   The beginning of Section 2.c. of your proposal states, "The instrumentation of the Orchestra, 
other than of the Musicians specified in subsection b. of this section..." Does that mean that 
the instrumentation cannot be changed to eliminate a position that is held by a current 
Musician for so long a current Musician holds that position? 

 
 7.  Yes. 
 

8.   Section 2.c. of your proposal grants to the committee described therein the authority to 
determine the instrumentation of the Orchestra.  Is that authority limited to 28 positions or 
would that committee have the authority to establish an instrumentation that exceeded 
28 positions or was less than 28 positions?  Would there be any restrictions on the 
authority of the committee in determining the instrumentation of the Orchestra?  If so, 
what would they be? 

 
 
 8.  The Committee could not establish less than twenty-eight (28) positions.  If that 
Committee unanimously agreed to increase positions, they could be increased. 
 

9.   Section 3.a. of your proposal states in part, "The minimum weekly salary from the end of the 
lockout until the end of the 2013-14 Season shall be $1,736.11 for each of thirty-two 
performance weeks and four (4) vacation weeks."  Is our assumption correct that the 32 
performance weeks plus 4 vacation weeks referenced apply only to the 2013-14 Season, or 
does this suggest that there would be a total of 32 performance weeks and 4 vacation weeks 
during the entire period between the end of the lockout and the end of the 2013-14 
Season? 

 
 9.  The Thirty-Two (32) performance weeks and four (4) vacation weeks refers to the 
complete 2013-14 Season.  The number of performance weeks in the remainder of the 2012-13 
Season is to be, as specified in our proposal, part of the negotiations of the return-to-work 
agreement.   
 



10. Does Section 3 of your proposal put a cap on the amount of weekly overscale that the Society 
can pay to a Musician? Does that cap apply to any other kind of compensation besides scale 
paid to a Musician?  For example, does it prohibit additional weeks off with pay or increased 
amounts for concerto performances, section players moving up to play principal, leading, etc.?  
Does it prohibit additional payments for holding a particular position? In the eventuality that a 
Musician, perhaps considering a competitive offer from another orchestra, requests an increase 
in overscale that exceeds the cap proposed here, please confirm whether this provision places 
the Society in the unchangeable position of citing the collective bargaining agreement in 
refusing to entertain such a request. 

 
 10.  The Union and the Committee are somewhat shocked to contemplate that management 
which has done everything to reduce its costs would now propose adding to its cost.  However, if 
the management wishes to do that in that by offering certain Musicians additional compensation 
other than in Minimum Annual Salary or overscale it may do so.  In the event the Musician is 
prepared to leave the Orchestra, management is free to negotiate an increase in the compensation 
of that Musician.  We would remind management that the longer the lockout continues there will be 
a greater increase in the number of Musicians who are in this position.   
 

11. On Wednesday, Carole Mason Smith testified before a Minnesota Legislative Committee 
that your proposal "would save the Management $3.6 million dollars... $4.6 Million 
dollars, when we include the spending saved if the lockout were to actually end on Feb. 
8" through 2016.   Please provide your detailed calculations that support this testimony. 

 
 11.  Attached is a spreadsheet which explains these calculations. 
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